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form of this factor and the scale of new physics associated with it is to a large extent
arbitrary. This introduces an unwanted dependence of limits on anomalous couplings
on the precise form of the form factor. In section 5 we investigate to which extent
this arbitrariness in measurements of anomalous couplings at hadron colliders can be
avoided.
2. CP -violating gauge boson couplings at LEP
The study of the helicity of the intermediate state W bosons gives direct access to a
model independent test of the Standard Model. The values of both CP conserving and
CP violating anomalous Trilinear Gauge boson couplings can be directly measured by
comparing the W helicity properties with those predicited in the Standard Model.
According to the most general Lorentz invariant Lagrangian [2, 3], there are














via the Kobayashi-Maskawa phase [4], which aects it at the two loop order only. CP
violating terms for the trilinear WW and Z
0
WW interactions are, however, easily




Lagrangian [2, 5]. There are then 4 couplings which








































One method of measuring the CP -violating couplings is the Spin Density Matrix
(SDM) analysis. The two-particle joint SDM [3] completely describes the helicity of
the W bosons produced in the triple gauge boson interaction. The matrix elements
are observables directly related to the polarisation of the W bosons and so their
measurement will give direct access to the underlying physics of the WW production
process and allow a model independent test of the TGCs. This method of analysis is
extremely desirable for investigating the CP -violating couplings, because a number of
the SDM elements' coecients are particularly sensitive to the CP -violating couplings
while being unaected by changes in the CP -conserving couplings.




. The matrix is hermitian and therefore has 80 independent elements if the
o-diagonal elements are complex. This results in 80 independent coecients to be
experimentally measured. The diagonal elements are purely real and are equivalent to












). The o-diagonal elements are the cross
terms from the interference of all the possible nal states. The number of independent
elements can be further reduced by only considering the decay of one W and summing
over all possible helicity states of the other. This single W SDM has only nine elements.
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The single W SDM matrix is hermitian, the o-diagonal components of which are
once again complex, leading to the nine independent SDM coecients. The diagonal
elements are real and can be interpreted as the probability of producing a W boson of
the respective helicity,  . Therefore, they are normalised to unity. The imaginary SDM
coecients are extremely sensitive to CP violation at the three gauge boson vertex but
completely insensitive to CP conserving anomalous couplings. However, in a theory
with no CP violation at the vertex, any deviation from zero in the imaginary SDM
coecients could only be due to loop eects.
The unnormalised single W SDM elements can be extracted from the data of the
decay product angles by integrating with suitable spin projection operators [7] that
reect the standard V-A coupling of fermions to the W boson in the W decay.
The theoretical predictions for the single W SDM elements as a function of
anomalous couplings can be derived from the analytical expressions of the helicity
amplitudes [7]. The single W matrix elements can be extracted using the three-fold
dierential cross section [5, 7]. This extraction method uses the data event by event, so
each event is analysed individually and then the sum of all events in the bin is taken.









+ and so a number of the SDM elements (or combinations thereof),
can be extracted from the folded angular distribution of the hadronically decaying W
in the semileptonic event, where dierentiation between the particle and anti-particle



































































=  1 (dashed). This also means using suitable combinations of projection
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operators, certain combinations of the joint particle SDM elements, can be extracted
from the 5 fold dierential cross section.
The SDM elements are directly related to the polarisation of the W bosons, so they
can be used to extract the polarised dierential cross sections from the data. Figure 2
shows the above polarised dierential cross section for the Standard Model (solid),
~
Z











λ- z=-1 Born Level
a) dσtotal b) dσT
c) dσL d) dσTT
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Figure 2. Polarised dierential cross sections for the Standard Model (solid),
~
Z
= +1 (dotted) and ~
Z
=  1 (dashed).
A study of the CP -violating couplings has been performed at OPAL using W pair
events which decay semileptonically, from the data recorded in 1998, at a centre-of-mass
energy of 189 GeV with an integrated luminosity of 183 pb
 1
.
3. Anomalous quartic couplings at LEP
The lowest dimension operators which lead to genuine quartic couplings where at least










































































































































































Anomalous V Z vertices can in principle also be considered. Since the sensitivity





. For a complete set of operators of this type see Ref. [9].
The anomalous scale parameter  that appears in the above anomalous
contributions has to be xed. In practice,  can only be meaningfully specied in
the context of a specic model for the new physics giving rise to the quartic couplings.
However, in order to make our analysis independent of any such model, we choose to
x  at a reference value of M
W
, following the conventions adopted in the literature.






It follows from the Lagrangian that any anomalous contribution is linear in the
photon energy E

. This means that it is the hard tail of the photon energy distribution
that is most aected by the anomalous contributions, but unfortunately the cross
sections here are very small. In the following numerical studies we will impose a lower
energy photon cut of E
min

= 20 GeV. Similarly, there is also no anomalous contribution
to the initial-state photon radiation, and so the eects are largest for centrally-produced
photons. We therefore impose an additional cut of j

j < 2z. We do not include any








colliders the eciency for detecting these is high.




) plane that corresponds to a +3 deviation
of the WW and Z
0
 SM cross sections at
p
s = 200 GeV with
R
L = 150 pb
 1
.
The key features in determining the sensitivity for a given process, apart from
the fundamental process dynamics, are the available photon energy E

, the ratio of
anomalous diagrams to SM `background' diagrams, and the polarisation state of the
weak bosons [8]. A high-energy linear collider (
p
s  500   1000 GeV), would allow
more phase space for photon emission, and would give signicantly tighter bounds on the
coupling, see Ref. [10]. At LEP2 energies Z
0
 benets kinematically from producing
only one massive boson, which leaves more energy for the photons as well as having fewer




 production at this collision energy
suers from the lack of phase space available for energetic photon emission, although
z Obviously in practice these cuts will be tuned to the detector capabilities.
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this is partially compensated by the production of longitudinal bosons, which gives rise
to higher sensitivity to the anomalous couplings.
Finally, it is important to emphasise that in our study we have only considered
`genuine' quartic couplings from new six-dimensional operators. We have assumed that
all other anomalous couplings are zero, including the trilinear ones. Since the number
of possible couplings and correlations is so large, it is in practice very dicult to do a
combined analysis of all couplings simultaneously. In fact, it is not too dicult to think
of new physics scenarios in which eects are only manifest in the quartic interactions.























 total cross sections at
p
s = 200 GeV with
R
L = 130 pb
 1
.
4. Anomalous quartic couplings at the Tevatron
Motivated by a request from experimentalists at the Workshop, we investigated the









. We consider a Tevatron scenario of
p
s = 2 TeV with an integrated
luminosity
R
L = 2 fb
 1
and impose a transverse momentum cut p
?
> 10 GeV and
a rapidity cut of j

j < 2:5 on the nal-state photon(s). It can be seen from Figure 4
that the mean partonic centre-of-mass energy is  250 GeV and hence it is possible to
perform the analysis without the need to introduce a form factor. For ease of comparison
with the LEP results, we again choose the anomalous scaling parameter  =M
W
.
For purposes of illustration we only consider here the sensitivity of the cross sections
to one of the anomalous parameters, a
0
, since this one has the highest sensitivity. Thus
Figure 4 shows the partonic centre-of-mass spectrum corresponding to a
0
= 0; 100; 500,
with a
c
= 0. Again for the purpose of illustration we have chosen here to display the













 in the presence of the anomalous coupling a
0
.
In Figure 4 we also show the impact of the anomalous parameter a
0
on the
transverse momentum of the photon. As anticipated above, it is the hard tail of the
photon spectrum that is particularly sensitive to the anomalous contributions and this
observable therefore oers a means to search directly for such anomalous contributions.










to the +3 deviation of the SM cross section. Just as in the LEP2 study, Z production
promises a better discovery potential, again due to the higher photon energy available.







 total cross sections at
p
s = 2 TeV with
R
L = 2 fb
 1
.
Comparing Figures 3 and 5, we conclude that the Tevatron should be able to set




than LEP. The basic dierence
is the signicantly higher subprocess scattering energies available at the hadron collider.
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colliders anomalous couplings are directly investigated at a xed centre of mass
energy
p
s. This results in bounds of the anomalous couplings 
ac
as a function of s. At
hadron colliders, the center of mass energy of the colliding partons
p
s^ is not xed and
there will be events where
p
s^ is very large. In order to avoid problems with violation of





f . The precise form of f as well as the associated scale for new physics  are to










where n is chosen big enough to ensure unitarity for s^ ! 1. This procedure has the
unpleasant consequence that all bounds on the anomalous couplings depend on  and
the precise form of f .





also at hadron colliders. In some cases, this is straightforward to do. As an example













In this process s^ can be fully reconstructed. This allows to investigate the anomalous
couplings in dierent regions of s^ and get separate bounds in each region. At the LHC
the statistics should be good enough to allow such an analysis.
The situation is more dicult in processes, where s^ can not be fully reconstructed,
such as pp! W ! `X. In these cases an observable quantity has to be found which
has a very strong correlation to s^. Then the analysis could be done using this quantity
instead of s^ without introducing a large error. There are several possibilities, such as
the transverse mass M
T
or the cluster mass M
C










































. Another possibility is to take s^
min
[11] which is
dened as follows: assuming the W to be on-shell and identifying the missing transverse
momentum with p
T
() it is possible to reconstruct the full kinematics with a twofold
ambiguity. This result in two possible values of s^ and s^
min
is by denition the smaller of
the two. In Figure 6 the distribution of the true s^ is shown for two particular bins of the
observed quantity. The curves have been obtained for pp collision at
p
s=14 TeV with
some appropriate cuts on the rapidity and transverse momentum of the leptons. For
plots (a) and (b) we have 150 GeV < Q < 200 GeV whereas for plots (c) and (d) we have







the comparison of the various correlations easier, the histogram has been normalized
to one in the rst bin. The by far strongest correlations are obtained for s^
min
. Even if
we include unrealistically large anomalous couplings the correlation is preserved, if not




= 0:8;  = 0:2 and the ususal dipole form factor with a scale  = 1 TeV. These
results have been obtained with a Monte Carlo program including next-to-leading order
QCD corrections [11]. The large correlation between s^ and s^
min
should allow for a similar
analysis as in the case of Z production by simply replacing s^ by s^
min
.




(dashed line) and s^
min
(dotted line)
with s^ for two bins in the observable for the LHC. Plots (a) and (c) are Standard
Model results whereas plots (b) and (d) include large anomalous couplings.
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